**Synopsis**

Few things are more hauntingly beautiful than the sight of a lighthouse, misted in fog, and rooted in a chalky cliff or jagged outcropping. Lighthouses date back to the time of Homer’s Odyssey, and this elegiac book sings their hymn in beautiful photography and poetically expressed history. It’s a journey to every shore in every age to celebrate the light we keep coming back to century after century. Lighthouses captures all the mystery and romance of the sea and those who sail out of the safe harbor.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book was a Christmas gift that I bought for someone. It was beautifully illustrated. I was proud to give it to someone, but became so interested in it that I saved it to last to wrap.

My 95 year old mother says lighthouses brighten her spirits so this was the perfect gift. She loved it and said it was just what she wanted!!

its a calendar lol
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